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Five talented San Francisco-based filmmakers come together to create five 

interconnected stories that tell the tales of this legendary American city. Not 

since Robert Altman’s Short Cuts has there been a film that portrays such a wide 

range of human stories. A city of dreamers and immigrants, of old gold money, 

and new tech schemes, of people living under tarps by the side of the road, and 

young artists finding new neighborhoods, of bridges to the past and future,  

San Francisco Stories captures them all.
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PHASE 4 FILMS PRESENTS    SAN FRANCISCO STORIES
Director of Photography ALISHA McCUTCHEON

Edited by ROBERT DALVA, ACE  Music by CHRIS EDGAR
Written, Directed & Produced by SCOTTY CORNFIELD,  DONNA MAE FORONDA,   

TONY JONICK,  DANA MOE,  ALISHA MCCUTCHEON
Executive Producer MARLENE GROUNDS
Promo Clip: https://bit.ly/2xHUihg

Runtime: 90 Min. Language: English Release Date: 2021 Origin: U. S. A.
Contact: SFStories2018@gmail.com



San Francisco Stories Synopsis
You think you know San Francisco. The bridge, the cable cars, the vibrant neighborhoods...  

Come back to the city you know, and see it for the first time!

Nina (Linnae Dosumu-Johnson) is new to the city, 

and her friend Mikey (Robert Henningsen) wants to 

show her its beauty before they go to Burning Man to-

gether. The only problem is, Nina can’t ride a bike. As 

she learns to ride, the two travel the city’s neighbor-

hoods, crossing paths with some other San Francis-

cans, such as Plato (Chris Marsol). Plato has been has been 

homeless for a few years now, but his clever signs get him  

discovered as an “outsider” artist by Grace (Bettina Devin). Also in the city is Marwan (Alessandro  

Garcia) a public defender trying to lift his performance-artist cousin, Andy (Carlos Flores, Jr.) 

out of a deep depression while dealing with a crushing case load. Connie (Adrienne Marie  

Thomas), a young tech temp worker meets Adam (Tony Gapastione) on a dating app, and 

the city tour she takes him on goes out of control. 

Mel (Andrea Martzipan) is a wealthy young social-

ite living with her best friend, refugee Saadi (Ni-

cole Azalee Danielle) and Saadi’s daughter Zara 

(Poppy Sanchez). Mel’s grandfather, best-selling  

Summer of Love 

author, Ulee (Bert 

Van Aalsburg) 

completes their unlikely family—until the family is threat-

ened by an unwanted marriage proposal. The stories dance 

around each other, until they all come together and find 

resolutions in a San Francisco farmer’s market.

Narrated by Peter Coyote, with an excellent ensemble cast, this film tells the tales of  romance, 

comedy, and  drama, in this city of heartbreaking beauty, where the future is already here, and 

nothing can stay the same.

Mikey and Nina explore the heart of San Francisco.

Andy and Marwan find solace on a cruise of the Bay, until they 
have a painful encounter with someone from Marwan’s past.

Ulee and Saadi discuss how their different pasts are both 
shaped by war, as Mel blissfully sleeps on.
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Phase 4 Films principals (in alphabetical order)
We are a group of five award-winning filmmakers who have worked together for several years 
in San Francisco’s film-making community. This is our first feature film together.

Scotty Cornfield A former homicide detective, Scotty is now  
an award-winning writer/director, having written and directed  
features, documentaries, shorts, and works for the web. He is 
probably best known for the documentary Children of Alcatraz. 
Born and raised in the Bay Area, Scotty provides technical consult-
ing services on screenplays involving law enforcement, and runs a 
private investigations firm.  
IMDb: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3436902

Donna Mae Foronda was born and raised in the Bay Area. She was 
raised by silent, warring parents, and in that silence she was able to 
write her wildest, loudest thoughts on paper. She ventured into film-
making in 2007 and learned the ropes through her time at Chapman 
University, unpaid Hollywood internships, and working on Scary Cow 
films. She has written and produced multiple short films receiving 
awards from Outstanding Writing to Audience Choice. 
IMDb: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm6212432

Tony Jonick was born in Hawai’i and raised in Fiji & Australia, before  
arriving in the San Francisco Bay Area. Here he married, raised two chil-
dren, and became a filmmaker. He has directed six award-winning short 
films, and worked on over 35 more. Probably best known for The Ghosts of 
Highway 20, shown at the San Diego Comicon and the World Science  
Fiction Convention. A published playwright, songwriter, and trained  
puppeteer, this is the first feature he is co-directing and co-producing.
IMDb: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm7154623
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Phase 4 Principals (Cont’d)

Alisha McCutcheon A West Virginia native, she’s adopted  

San Francisco as her home. She fell in love with the movies as a 

child sitting in the one-screen theater of her tiny home town.  

However, she didn’t realize that making them was a possibility  

until, as a lark, she took a film class at SF City College in 2005. Since 

then she has directed two shorts, has over 14 cinemato-  

graphy credits, and has worked as Assistant Director or in  

Camera Department for numerous other films. 

IMDb: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3507826 

Dana Moe An award-winning writer and director who’s won  

multiple awards for her short films Guilt, Uber Mom and Rest Stop.  

The latter, an adaptation of a Stephen King story, had its European 

premiere at the Night Terrors Film Festival in Denmark (February 

2018). Dana has a background in film theory and criticism and  

currently moderates a San Francisco-based screenwriting class.

IMDb: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm6954382

Alisha directing a friend on the film Overhead.
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Scotty and Alisha line up their shot in the  
Mission District, while 1st AD Ed Negier looks on.



San Francisco Stories Post-Production Crew
We’ve been able to assemble a top-notch post crew to pilot the film into port.

We are honored to have Academy-Award nominated editor Robert Dalva 

(Black Stallion) on editing duties. Known for his editing work on such block-

busters as Captain America: The First Avenger, October Skies, and Hidalgo. He 

brings a wealth of knowledge to the film.

IMDB: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0198395

Kent Sparling, has worked and a sound designer and trechnician on hundreds 

of hit films as part of Skywalker Sound, Including Lost in Translation and The 

Incredibles. He is especially proud of his work on the films Ballast and Seventh 

Moon. Also a skilled composer, and Composing Fellow at Sundance, 2014.

IMDB: https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0817070/

We’ve worked with composer Chris Edgar on a number of short films and his 

music leaves us breathless. An award-winning composer and songwriter for 

film, musical theater, pop music, and commercials, his work always impresses.

IMDB: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm6377295

Gary Coates  is a highly sought-after colorist, and the perfect person to capture 

the beauty of San Francisco. His films Beautdiful Dreamer, From Baghdad to 

the Bay, and Redwoods have already demonstrated his ability to show off the 

beautiful Northern California colors. We are delighted to have him aboard.

IMDB: https://www.imdb.com/name/nm2651643/
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The Stars Shine Bright in San Francisco Stories
We were looking for actors to capture the diverse communities of the city and we found them. 
A combination of rising stars and Bay Area veterans, we are proud to present our major cast, 
in alphabetical order.
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Nicole Azalee Danielle (Saadi) is a Bay-Area native who got her 
start acting in television in Berlin. She received her Bachelor of 
Fine Arts in Theater at NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts. Her play 
about jewel thief Doris Payne, The Recidivist, was performed at the 
Hollywood Fringe Festival. She starred in Foulard, a 2007 Cannes 
Film Festival selections

Linnae Dosumu-Johnson (Nina) is a very funny woman who has 
a dog and a husband, and loves them both. She works out of LA, 
and likes to visit Sweden. She has been appearing in a series of 
mini-mockumentaries.

Bettina Devin (Grace) was born in San Francisco, and started 
her career early as a singer and voice-over artist. She has appeared 
in numerous films and TV shows as a character actor, and had a 
major role in the film Rent. She is currently back in the Bay Area, 
teaching singing and vocal work when not appearing in films.

Peter Coyote (Narrator) has appeared in numerous films and 
television shows, such as E. T. the Extra-Terrestrial, and Erin 
Brockovitch. His history with San Francisco is legendary, both as 
a member of the 60s counterculture, and as the voice of the city. 
A double-Emmy winner for narration. An accomplished writer, 
musician, and singer, his song Devil Dance ends the film.
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Alessandro Garcia (Marwan) is a respected Bay-Area writer 
and actor having appeared in Jordan Peele’s, Us, Ryan Coogler’s 
Fruitvale Station, and in multiple episodes of the police drama 
Southland. He played Stanley in Palo Alto Players’ A Streetcar 
Named Desire.

Carlos R. Hailey (Del) was born and raised in Oakland, CA. He 
fell for theater in high school, but went to Yale for a literature 
degree. After working in Mexico and Puerto Rico, he returned 
to the Bay Area to for a doctoral degree in Clinical Psychology. 
Shifting to acting, Carlos signed with a commercial agency, and 
also starred in a Good Year in Metaphorland.

Tony J. Gapastione (Adam) is a consummate filmmaker, work-
ing as an actor, director, producer, screenwriter, and the CEO 
of the Bravemaker Film Festivals. Bravemaker celebrates film-
makers  who have to work past obstacles to telling true stories. 
Originally from Chicago, he lives in the Bay Area with his wife, 
three kids and dog.

Robert Henningsen (Mikey) is known for his range of charac-
ters. He won acting scholarships while in grade school and was 
top of his class in college. He has edited and produced films, 
and developed props. He is also a licensed plumber, builder and 
entrepreneur in the state of California, with a keen interest in 
philosophy, psychology and the human spirit.

Carlos Flores Jr. (Andy) is a San Francisco actor who has  
appeared in the films By No Means, and No More Chances. He 
was recently featured in the video for the Alanis Morissette song 
Reasons I Drink.
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Adrienne Thomas (Connie) is an LA-based actress who has 
appeared in such movies as A Wedding for Christmas and the 
upcoming feature film A Deadly Deed. She is currently in produc-
tion on the feature film An Hour to Kill, and the tv series The Fallen.

California Poppy Sanchez (Zara) We saw Poppy in the feature 
Bring Me an Avocado, and were impressed with her skill at a 
young age. She turns in excellent performances and is a real pro 
to work with. We’re lucky to have worked with her and look for-
ward to what she brings to her future films.

Bert Van Aalsburg (Ulee) Bert hails from Michigan. In the mid-
1960’s he appeared in an Alan Funt TV special, which he never got 
to see because it aired past his bedtime. Since arriving in the Bay 
Area, Bert has had many more opportunities to appear in front 
of a camera, in big budget films and many smaller independent 
ones—usually as a character actor, though much of his stage work 
has been in leading roles.

Andrea Martzipan (Mel) works in New York and LA, but also 
here in the Bay Area where she makes her home. She loves singing 
show tunes on set and is an excellent dancer. She earned her MFA 
from The Actor’s Studio Drama School in New York. She constantly 
pops up in commercials and on stage.

Chris Marsol (Plato) is a Bay Area actor with a number of film 
and VO credits, but is best known as an alternative rock musi-
cian, opening for Raphael Siddiq and The Roots. He’s worked with 
Spike Lee, Michael B. Jordan, Ja-Rule, and Adrienne Houghton of 
the View. Chris trained in London at the Royal Central School of 
Speech and Drama. 



The Making of  San Francisco Stories, 
or, How 5 People and a Cow Made a Film

November 2017. As Tony, Dana, and Alisha sat at Philz cafe in San Francisco, waiting 
for their films to screen at the Castro Theater, Tony said, “We know how to make short 
films. Let’s figure out how to do a bunch of short ones that go together, and make a 
feature.” Dana immediately loved the idea, “Let’s do something like New York Stories, or 
Paris, je t’aime, only about San Francisco.” 

Next it was time to “crew up,” so the team drew from 
the ranks of Scary Cow, the San Francisco-based film-
making collective they’d been involved with for years. 
They decided to bring in writer/director Scotty Corn-
field, a retired police detective with a pathological need  
to make puns, and Chapman Screenwriting gradu-
ate Donna Mae Foronda. Each of the five filmmakers 
would direct a segment; Tony, Scotty, Dana, and Donna 
would handle the screenwriting, and Alisha would be 
director of photography for the entire feature. The group decided to make the project 
official by forming a production company called Phase 4 Films. 

Once the scripts were complete, the five filmmakers 
organized a table read, featuring professional actors. 
Casting came next with auditions held in the base-
ment of the Tenderloin Police Department, a location 
that resulted in a high no-show rate. Still, the five 
Phase 4 partners found the talent they needed to tell 
their stories, including many SAG actors. 

Principal photography was 
completed between May and September of 2018 on the 
five short films that would make up the feature: Sign of the 
Times, Moonwalker, Deepwater, Flowers in Her Hair; and 
finally Left Heart. Pick-up shots came later and finally, the 
feature’s epilogue, which ties the stories together, was shot 
in October, 2019. With everything in the can, it was time to 
hand over the project to Academy Award-nominated edi-
tor, Robert Dalva to weave the shorts together in a way that 
would resonate with audiences.
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First staged reading of the script. Casting Coordinator  
Noe Flores found us some great preliminary actors.

First day of filming in the Mission District for  
Sign of the TImes. Outside of “Grace’s Shop.”

Shooting Flowers in Her Hair at “The Oasis” mansion 
in Livermore, standing in for a Pacific Heights house.
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Connie (Adrienne Thomas) takes Adam (Tony Gapastione) to a colorful TIki Bar as part of her San Francisco Tour.

Later they partake in the sacred rites of bottomless mimosas.
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Marwan (Alessandro Garcia) looks for evidence of drug abuse.

Marwan and Andy (Carlos Flores Jr.) have to get out of The City.
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Grace (Bettina Devin) meets Plato (Chris Marsol) on her way to work.

Plato watches as Grace listens to Randy (John Parsons).
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Mel (Andrea Martzipan) has mixed reasons for marrying Del (Carlos Hailey).

Young Ulee (Kevin Rangel) and Calypso (Mary Faith Tomlinson) try to lure Circe (Angel Junio) into bed.
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Straight-laced Nina (Linnae Dosumu-Johnson) meets free-spirited Mikey (Robert Henningsen).

Touring the city, their paths cross Plato’s.



We are honored to thank our corporate sponsors and public partners, who 
have provided locations, food, supplies, and promotional venues that made filming  
San Francisco Stories possible. We are hoping to work with additional sponsors during 
post-production and screening events.

Thank You to Our Corporate Sponsors



San Francisco Stories is an independent film targeted for domestic and international 
release starting in 2021. We are looking to partner with companies whose products  
reflect the current tech/millenial lifestyle San Francsico is known for across the globe. 
We are especially looking for companies to help us market the San Francisco lifestyle 
brand across Europe.

We have partnered with a number of companies during production, (see corporate 
thank you sheet) and are currently looking for companies to help underwrite travel and 
marketing expenses. (Itemized list available upon request.)

For more information on San Francsico Stories and having your brand linked, please 
contact our corporate partnership producer:

Dana Moe
(650) 759-8722
dmoehalley@gmail.com

Branding Opportunities


